Background: Network-based interventions against epidemic spread are most powerful when the full network structure is known. However, in practice, resource constraints require decisions to be made based on partial network information. We investigated how the accuracy of network data available at individual and village levels affected network-based vaccination effectiveness.
Introduction
A signature characteristic of vaccination for the prevention of infectious disease outbreaks is the ability to exploit herd immunity. That is, not everyone in the population needs to receive a preventative intervention in order to substantially reduce epidemic severity. This saving of both time and resources that would otherwise have to be invested in vaccinating every person can be increased by careful targeting of vaccinations to maximize the effect of only immunizing a subset of the population. An extreme example of this is the ring vaccination approach taken to Smallpox elimination (Fenner et al., 1988) , and adapted to a recent Ebola vaccine trial (Ebola ça Suffit Ring Vaccination Trial Consortium, 2015) , where only those believed to be close contacts of current cases were offered the vaccine.
Various methods of targeting vaccine provision can be used to maximize the impact of vaccination when not all community members can be vaccinated at once, due to either cost or supply constraints. Common targeting approaches include focusing on populations either at highest risk of mortality if infected (e.g., the elderly and children) or at highest risk of transmitting to others at high mortality risk (e.g., healthcare workers and children) (Ajenjo et al., 2010; Bansal et al., 2006; Basta et al., 2009; Medlock and Galvani, 2009 ).
Individual-level social connections are another important predictor of acquisition and transmission risk, known prior to epidemic commencement (Christley et al., 2005) . A considerable literature has arisen considering optimal methods for minimizing epidemic spread across networks. Common strategies include the targeting of highest-degree individuals (i.e., those with the most contacts (Eames et al., 2009) ), those who are most central in a network (Holme et al., 2002) , or those who act as bridges between different communities within a network (Chen et al., 2008) . However, such methods often require enumeration of the entire social network, i.e. sociocentric data, in order to pinpoint the most important individuals. As a result, sociocentric approaches are typically both resource intensive to conduct and respondent intensive to complete, which reduces the feasibility of their application in real-world settings.
One proposed approach to reduce the cost of sociocentric data acquisition is to use fixed choice designs (FCD). An FCD is a network study design where the identified respondents are given a maximum number of contacts they can name; this reduces the time taken to conduct interviews and thus reduces both interview costs and the burden on respondents (McCarty et al., 2007) . Past work has suggested that FCD affects several canonical network characteristics (Kossinets, 2006) , and as a result affects predicted epidemic speed and cumulative incidence (Harling and Onnela, 2016) ; in both cases the nature of these effects depends on the structural properties of the underlying network. However, if FCD data approximately maintains the ordering or ranking of individuals on key measures, for example, the high-degree individuals are correctly identified as such even if degree estimates are biased, such an approach may provide an efficient halfway house between standard egocentric and sociocentric methods.
An alternative class of vaccination strategies does not try to make the best choices from fullnetwork data, which is likely not available in most practical settings, but rather make betterthan-random choices using less data. One such method is to vaccinate the friends of randomly chosen individuals, based on the fact that, on average, one's friends have more friends than one has (Feld, 1991) . As well as being used in simulation studies (Cohen et al., 2003; Salathé and Jones, 2010) , this approach has been used in empirical studies to detect an epidemic early in its course (Christakis and Fowler, 2010) and to improve take-up of a novel intervention (Kim et al., 2015) . An extension to this method uses random walks, i.e. interviewing an individual about all their friends, having them name one of their friends chosen at random, finding this new person and then repeating this process some number of times (Fernández-Gracia et al., 2017) . This process generates a network sample from which individuals with specific network properties, e.g. locally central or locally bridging individuals, can be identified (Gong et al., 2013; Salathé and Jones, 2010) .
Finally, another compromise approach might be to primarily use egocentric data, but in concert with some best-guess population-level metric. For example, if we have a rough estimate of the average number of relevant contacts, we could selectively vaccinate those with higher-than-average contact numbers. This approach would require more resources than random vaccination -since many interviewed individuals would be ineligible for vaccination -but fewer resources than conducting a sociocentric census -both in terms of reduced numbers of interviews, and a simpler set of survey questions. Some of these approaches to vaccine deployment have previously been tested against oneanother (Salathé and Jones, 2010; Thedchanamoorthy et al., 2014; Ventresca and Aleman, 2013) . However, there is limited systematic evidence comparing a range of different intervention approaches requiring different levels of resource input, particularly using realworld or real-world-like (i.e. consistent with empirically observed) networks as opposed to archetypal or synthetic network structures. We therefore conducted simulations of epidemics on sets of empirical social networks from 75 villages in rural Karnataka, India, data for which were originally collected for a microfinance intervention (Banerjee et al., 2013a) . We had two key goals: first, to predict the cumulative incidence of an epidemic in a village based on key network features of that village; and second, to identify the network-based vaccination scheme for each village that best minimized epidemic spread in that village.
Methods
We built our approach on empirical social contact data collected from 75 villages in Karnataka, India as part of a microfinance intervention study in 2006 (Banerjee et al., 2013a, b) . The sample consisted of 75 villages spread across five districts in Karnataka with a median distance of 46 km from other villages in the sample. A baseline survey included a full census of all households in each village. A detailed follow-up survey was fielded to a subsample of individuals who were randomly selected subject to stratification by religion and geographic location. These follow-up surveys were administered to eligible members and their spouses, yielding a sample of about 46% of all households per village. In addition to individual questionnaire, these surveys also included a module that collected social network data along 12 dimensions (e.g., names of those who visit the respondent's home and those from whom the respondent would borrow money). Our study makes use of the social network data collected in this study. We defined a connection between two individuals (an undirected edge between two nodes i and j) to exist if either i or j reported that the two of them had engaged in any of the 12 types of social interaction asked about in the study.
We used slightly different approaches for our two key goals, as described in more detail below. For prediction of village-level cumulative incidence we generated 1000 village-like simulations based on 10 representative villages from the 75. For the identification of vaccination schemes within villages we used the original data directly from the 75 villages. These approaches ensured that we had sufficient power to see meaningful results in both cases.
Simulating a spreading process
To simulate an epidemic, we ran a Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR) process across each complete village network. We first selected 1% of nodes in each network to be infected uniformly at random to begin the SIR process, and these nodes represent the initially infected epidemic seed population. At each discrete time step, an infected node could infect at most one susceptible neighbor, i.e., we employed unit infectivity (Staples et al., 2015) , under the assumption that a time step constitutes the smallest time unit required to infect at most one susceptible person. The SIR process used probability β = 0.25 for an infectious individual to infect a susceptible contact per time step, and probability γ = 0.1 for an infectious individual to recover to per time step. These values for β and γ lead to an R 0 of 1.77 (based on infections caused by the initial 1% of nodes) and an approximate cumulative incidence of 40% of the population of a village in the absence of any intervention. These values were not chosen to replicate any particular epidemic, although the R 0 value and closecontact infection process are similar to those of Ebola, but rather to provide a level of infection that would allow the impact of different vaccination strategies to be seen.
Network data collection methods
As outlined above, there are a range of ways to collect data in order to measure network structure and the position of an individual within that network. For our study, we simulated three classes of approach. First, we used a fully-observed sociocentric network, corresponding to interviewing everyone and asking them to name all their contacts.
Collecting full network information is resource-intensive for both interviewers and respondents. A second, less data-intensive approach is Fixed Choice Design (FCD). In FCD, respondents are asked to name up to a maximum of K contacts, limiting the number of contacts person i can name to k i out ≤ K, i.e., out-degree is truncated at K for all nodes i.
However, others can still nominate person as a contact. As a result, the observed number of contacts of i (combining out-degree and in-degree nominations and treating them as symmetric or undirected edges), can be greater than K, and may in fact be the same as the person i' s true undirected degree (k i ) in the underlying fully-observed network. To simulate FCD, we first converted each undirected village network into a directed graph by replacing each undirected edge between a pair of contacts with two directed edges between them. We then rebuilt each network by randomly adding up to K of each individual's outgoing edges to a new graph; if an individual had k i out ≤ K contacts, then all of their original out-edges were included. We then collapsed the truncated directed graph back to an undirected one, where we defined an edge to be present if a directed edge in either direction between the nodes was present. We truncated graphs using values for the threshold of K = 1, …, 10.
Both full sociocentric and FCD methods require everyone in a village to be interviewed. A third approach is to use a sample of individuals to generate estimates of some network properties of interest, such as average degree. Such sampling can be random across the whole village or based on interviewing intensively within a few sub-groups within the population.
Predicting village-level cumulative incidence
Preliminary analysis suggested that using the n = 75 empirical villages alone resulted in insufficient statistical power to allow us to draw meaningful inference about village-level properties. We therefore used the Congruence Class Model (CCM) to generate a larger number of simulated networks that resembled the observed 75 networks based on the degree mixing matrix of the village networks (Goyal et al., 2014) . The CCM is similar to the Exponential Random Graph Model (ERGM) (Hunter et al., 2008; Koskinen et al., 2013) . However, unlike ERGM, CCM incorporates not only the point estimates of network statistics of interest, but also their variability, modelling posterior predictive distributions based on the probability distribution of specific network properties.
The degree mixing matrix (DMM) for an undirected network is defined as the proportion of edges in the network that connect nodes of given degrees (Newman, 2003) . For example, element (2,3) of this matrix corresponds to the proportion of edges in the network that connect nodes with degree 2 to nodes with degree 3. We estimated the DMM separately for each village. We then implemented a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampler using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to generate a collection of sample networks for each village, starting from the DMM of a randomly generated Erdős-Rényi (ER) network. The models were implemented using the CCMnet package in R (Goyal et al., 2014) . To ensure MCMC convergence, we checked that the mean degree and DMM of model-generated networks were qualitatively similar to those for the empirical networks. We randomly selected 10 of the 75 empirical village networks for which the MCMC converged, and then drew 100 network samples for each from the posterior distribution of the DMM of each 
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Author Manuscript village network, resulting in a total of 1000 sampled networks. We then ran the SIR process 500 times on each model-generated network. For each SIR simulation, we recorded the cumulative incidence as the proportion of nodes ever infected. The village-level simulation approach is outlined in Fig. 1 .
For each of the 1000 generated networks, we calculated seven village-level network characteristics: mean degree; standard deviation of degree; network density; network size (number of nodes in the network; invariant within each empirical village); degreeassortativity (Newman, 2003) ; mean betweenness centrality; and the proportion of nodes in the largest connected component. We computed each characteristic first in the fully observed network, and then recomputed the same characteristics using different values for the outdegree truncation parameter K to simulate FCDs with various threshold values.
To determine which network features were most useful in predicting village-level cumulative incidence, we ran linear regression models for the 500,000 simulated epidemics with each of the seven village characteristics obtained from the simulated networks in the form:
Here SIR simulations i = 1, …, 500 are nested within model-generated networks j = 1, …, 100 and empirical villages K = 1, …, 10, and c = 1, …6. We compared the root mean squared error (RMSE) and Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) value of models containing none and all village characteristics with models containing every possible combination of one, two or three characteristics, to determine the most parsimonious set of predictors. AIC was obtained from a single regression model for each combination of predictor variables; RMSE was obtained using 10-fold cross-validation on the 1000 sample networks (Shao, 1993) .
To obtain final RMSE and AIC estimates, we ran a three-level hierarchical mixed effects model of our preferred models in the form: 
where a = {0, c} and again c = 1, …6. Here β a jk is the sample network-level effects for each network characteristic and β ak and γ k are the village-level effects for each network characteristic and village network size, respectively. In this model, u i jk , ε a jk , v ak and μ k are normally distributed random effects with mean zero, β 0 jk are random intercepts, and β c jk are random slopes. Our inference was focused on β c and γ 0 .
Once we had arrived at a parsimonious set of characteristics from the full network models, we evaluated how much predictive power these same characteristics had for FCD network data. For each of the 1000 sample networks, we generated one FCD network at each truncation level and measured its characteristics to arrive at 1000 independent observations at each of 10 FCD levels of truncation. We then reran our preferred hierarchical regression model to obtain estimates of the RMSE and AIC value at each FCD level, predicting the full-network cumulative incidence from the characteristics of the FCD network. This enabled us to evaluate the extent of information gain when network features were based on the full networks compared to FCD-based truncated variants of those networks.
Selecting individuals to vaccinate
In our simulation, vaccination occurred prior to a disease outbreak, but we assumed vaccine availability to be limited, which led us to select which individuals to vaccinate before propagating an epidemic. We assumed that the vaccine was fully effective, and thus vaccinated individuals could never be infected, effectively removing them and their adjacent edges from the network. We conducted this analysis on all 75 empirical village networks. We considered six methods for selecting individuals for vaccination based on the methods outlined above. The first four of these do not require network information on all population members:
1.
None. As a baseline or counterfactual scenario, we considered epidemics in which no village members were vaccinated.
2.
Random. We randomly selected 10% of individuals from each village network for vaccination. This method represents a typical scenario where no network information is utilized, or the identities of the vaccinated individuals are uncorrelated with their network positions.
3.
Nomination. We again randomly selected 10% of individuals in each network, and then simulated a process of having these individuals to nominate a friend at random to receive the vaccination. We required each nomination to be unique, so if i and j both nominated k, j had to select someone else, so long as any of their contacts were unvaccinated; this ensured that approximately 10% of nodes were vaccinated.
4.
High degree. We simulated interviewing individuals sequentially at random, asking them how many contacts they had (their degree, k i , which we assumed they knew and reported without error) and vaccinating them only if their degree was sufficiently high. We implemented this by randomly selecting an individual in the network, and if their degree was greater than the median of all individuals pooled across the 75 villages (median: 6, interquartile range 4-11), we vaccinated them. We repeated this process until 10% of people in the village were vaccinated. On average, this implies interviewing 20% of the population, the same number as would have to be approached in the Nomination method. As a sensitivity analysis, we varied the degree cutoff value between 0 and 10. (Note that this is distinct from the threshold K used in the context of FCD.) The High
Degree approach requires prior knowledge or an estimate of the overall median (or other cutoff) degree; otherwise one would have to estimate that as part of the process, leading to some individuals being visited twice.
We also used two whole network methods for selecting individuals for vaccination. Within each method we varied the completeness of the network from FCD networks based on truncation at integer values K = 0, 1, …, 10 to using data from the full non-truncated network:
5.
Highest degree. We selected the 10% of individuals in each village with the highest degree, i.e., those with the most contacts. We identified these individuals based on the observable network, and thus when examining FCD networks, we based the node identification on only the truncated degree.
6.
Most central. We selected the 10% of individuals in each village with the highest level of betweenness centrality: (Brandes, 2001) .
Betweenness centrality is a global measure of individual v's centrality in the network based on the proportion of shortest paths between all node pairs in the network that pass through individual v.
For each of the 75 empirical village networks, we simulated each method of selecting individuals for vaccination and ran the SIR process 500 times for each method at each level of the threshold for FCD (where applicable) in each village. We summarized the cumulative incidence seen across these 500 runs using 95% confidence intervals and compared them across methods. The individual-level simulation approach is outlined in Fig. 2 . As a sensitivity analysis, we re-ran our individual-level analyses requiring at least five types of social interaction to be reported by either household in a tie.
Results
The 75 Karnataka villages had between 354 and 1775 enumerated members (Table 1) . Each village member was linked to a median of 6 others and connections were strongly degreeassortative (median ρ = 0.33, IQR: 0.31 -0.37). Of all reported ties based on requiring at least one social interaction type, 55.1% actually reported all 12 types of interaction ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). In almost all villages, over 95% of individuals were part of the largest connected component. The 1000 simulated networks we generated from 10 of the Karnataka villages had similar size, mean degree and thus density to the empirical networks ( Supplementary Table 1 ). Degree assortativity, the standard deviation of the degree distribution, and mean betweenness centrality were lower in the simulated networks, although aside from degree-assortativity, these values fell well within the empirically observed ranges.
Predicting village-level cumulative incidence
In these village-level analyses, we ran an SIR process across the 1000 simulated village networks; a mean of 66.2% (95%CI: 65.6%-66.7%) of individuals became infected in the epidemics. After running regression models containing all seven characteristics alone, and in all combinations of two or three, the model with the lowest RMSE contained two predictors, the mean degree and standard deviation of degree (Table 2 and Supplementary Table 2 ). This model had RMSE and AIC values lower than a model containing all seven predictors (although the differences were too small to draw robust inference that one was better than the other), and its RMSE was 1.3 percentage points, or 19%, lower than the null model containing only an intercept.
At each of the 10 levels of FCD degree truncation, we computed the mean and standard deviation of degree for each simulated network and ran a regression model using these two network features to predict cumulative incidence. Having full information about the contact network did not improve either predictive power (Fig. 3) or model fit ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ) compared to FCD at truncation level K = 3.
Selecting individuals to vaccinate
In these individual-level analyses, we simulated vaccinating 10% of each village in advance of running the SIR process, and all intervention approaches significantly reduced cumulative incidence relative to no intervention (Fig. 4) . Random vaccination was the least effective vaccination approach, reducing cumulative incidence by 32.3% compared to no vaccination, while vaccinating a nominated friend (Nomination) reduced cumulative incidence by a further 10.7%. Vaccinating the first 10% of individuals interviewed with above-median degree (High degree) further improved effectiveness, leading to an average reduction in cumulative incidence compared to no vaccination of 48.2%. When we varied the High degree cutoff, any value greater than or equal to six (the median degree) was significantly more effective than the Nomination method ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ).
Simulated vaccination methods based on full-network information -Highest degree and Most central -had very similar results and were markedly more effective than other approaches. At K = 0, these methods (and thus cumulative incidence) were equivalent to Random selection as expected, since no connections were ascertained. However, so long as degree truncation was no lower than 1, both methods outperformed Nomination; and for degree truncation K ≥ 3, cumulative incidence was not meaningfully different from knowing the full network.
To account for the similarity of performance between Highest degree and Most central methods, we checked the correlation between degree and betweenness centrality rankings in the each of the 75 villages. The Pearson linear correlation ranged from 0.54 to 0.61 (mean of 0.56), suggesting a high but not collinear degree of similarity. Finally, when we ran a sensitivity analysis of the individual-level analysis requiring at least five social interaction types to consider a tie to be present, we found the ordering of vaccination methods and relative differences in effect to be little changed, although overall incidence and absolute differences were lower ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ).
Discussion
Using epidemic simulations on real-world and real-world-like social networks, we showed in this study that when ability to vaccinate an entire population is limited, using social contact network information can improve results compared to a random vaccination process at both the village and individual level.
At the village level, we provided evidence that communities with high mean degree and low degree variance, conditional on village size, are likely to have epidemics that infect a greater proportion of village members. Indeed, villages at the 5 th percentile of mean degree distribution in our simulation data had cumulative incidence 15 percentage points lower than those at the 95 th percentile; the gap between the 5 th and 95 th percentiles of the variance of the degree distribution was almost 13 percentage points. Furthermore, we showed that these measures of village degree distribution were effectively captured by having respondents report in our simulation about their first (up to) three social contacts. While not as straightforward to measure as village size (i.e. number of individuals living in a village), the first and second moments of the degree distribution could potentially be evaluated from a sample of residents -reducing the overall interview burden -and since only truncated information is required, the interview burden on each individual could also be quite low.
At the individual level, we found that any approach that utilized network characteristics of individuals to selectively vaccinate 10% of the population led to a significant, and often substantial, reduction in cumulative incidence. Something as simple as vaccinating a randomly nominated social contact of randomly selected individuals reduced incidence by 4.4 percentage points, or 11% of the incidence rate seen if the randomly selected individuals themselves, rather than the individuals whom they nominated, were vaccinated.
A similar approach of only vaccinating randomly selected individuals if they had more than some minimum number of social contacts proved even more effective than the nomination approach once that minimum number was set at or above the median number of social contacts seen in the empirical data. Both of these methods, Nomination and High Degree with a cutoff at the median degree, would involve accessing 20% of the population and asking only a couple of questions to each individual.
Methods that incorporated information about an individual's network-wide position, rather than just how many people they were directly connected to, were even more effective, reducing cumulative incidence by two-thirds, compared to random vaccination. Even more impressively, these methods were almost as effective if the village-wide position of individuals was estimated not from the fully observed network, but instead from partially observed networks with degree truncation as low as K = 3. Thus, even though the wholenetwork methods, Highest Degree and Most Central, would require information from all village members, this burden could be reduced to a small number of questions per person.
Strengths and limitations
Previous simulation and empirical studies have considered some of the methods we present above. However, we believe that this is the first study to directly compare all these approaches in a systematic way. By combining empirical data on social contacts within Indian villages with a series of simulation techniques, we have provided evidence on the relative usefulness of different network characteristics in targeting vaccination campaigns to maximize the efficiency of limited resources, as is likely to be the case in outbreaks of novel pathogens.
Our study also has some limitations however. First, our simulations are based on social contact data for specific rural villages in one state of India. While societies across the world are likely share some network characteristics (Apicella et al., 2012) , this work could benefit from being tested in other populations; it is unclear to what extent our findings generalize to other settings. In particular, it is plausible that networks with different characteristics, such as assortativity, might give rise to different epidemic outcomes. Furthermore, these village networks are based on social connections with relatively low numbers of contacts per person. Such networks are directly applicable to close-contact infections including childhood infections and Ebola. Extending our findings to airborne or sexually transmitted infections would require further analysis.
Second, we used an SIR infection process, which is overly simplistic for most infections. We additionally did not incorporate social distancing or other post-outbreak interventions that might have mitigated the infectious process, leading to very high estimated cumulative incidence rates. While this may mean that absolute effects were overestimated relative to real-world situations, we made the same assumptions in all our models, including traditional vaccination approaches, and consequently the strengths and weaknesses of different network-based approaches to vaccination relative to one another are valid.
Conclusion
We show that using network information to prioritize scarce vaccines at either the individual or village level substantially improved epidemic outcomes, even when networks were only partially observed, due to partial sampling of nodes, of edges, or of both. Such approaches may be feasible and effective in outbreak settings. Comparison of network characteristics to predict village-level cumulative incidence across different levels of network degree truncation using fixed choice design. Numbers underlying this figure are provided in Supplementary Table 4 . RMSE relates to cumulative incidence measured on (0-100) scale. All values for individual-level measures (i.e. the top five rows) are summary statistics of the relevant summary statistic from each of the 75 villages. All characteristics except median degree were included in models to predict village-level cumulative incidence.
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Author Manuscript The table presents regression coefficients and their 95% confidence intervals for the hierarchical three-level mixed-effects models for 500 SIR simulations on each of the 100 simulated networks from each of the selected 10 villages (total n = 500,000). These 10 villages were chosen as explained in the text. Village-level characteristics were measured from empirical networks, although number of network members was invariant by design for networks simulated from any given village. Cumulative incidence is rescaled to percentage (0-100) of village population and village characteristics have been standardized, such that each regression coefficient represents the change in cumulative incidence in percentage points for a one-standard deviation change in the characteristic. For example, in Model 1, a one standard-deviation increase in mean degree is associated with a 4.64 percentage-point increase in cumulative incidence. LCC: largest connected component; AIC: Akaike Information Criterion.
